Single String

first string

second string

third string

forth string

alternating
Index Thumb or Middle Thumb Exercises

1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &
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alternating
Basic Clawhammer Pattern
The Bum Di-tty

on each downbeat - toes are on the floor
on each offbeat - toes are lifted off the floor

If your tapping your foot, you will be hitting the strings on the down, down-up
Bum Di-tty Exercises

First string

Second string

Third string

Forth string

Alternating
Brush Stroke

Brush Thumb

Adding a Brush into the Bum Di-tty
Bum Di-tty Exercises
with Brush Stroke

first string

second string

third string

forth string

alternating